I WANNA FLOCK!

PIGMENT FLOCKING ON LITHOGRAPHS

PRESENTED BY TATE FOLEY, WEBSTER UNIVERSITY
WWW.TATEFOLEY.COM

- JACQUARD PEARL-EX IRIDESCENT PIGMENTS
  ~$6 PER .75 oz.
  - ASK FOR IT AT YOUR LOCAL ART SUPPLY STORE TODAY!

FLOCKING

SUPPER SOFT
FAN BLENDER
FOR SMALL AREAS

HAKE BRUSH
FOR LARGE FLATS

- WHITE
- BLACK
- OTHER

LOW TOOTH LEAVES LEAST AMOUNT OF HAZING

INK BASE FOR FLOCKING

TRANS BASE + B.P.O. #00

INK BASE FOR FLOCKING

FINISHING
AFTER A DAY OF DRYING,
USE A SOFT, FOLDED COTTON
CLOTH TO LIGHTLY SCRUB IMAGE

PAPER TYPES

BENEFITS:
- CHEAPER THAN IRIDESCENT INKS
  OR HANCO METALLIC INKS
- PRINT NEAR OPAQUE ON DARK SUBSTRATES

NOTES: